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Disclose Pricing Detail

Hide Pricing Detail
If your venue would like to show the patron they are paying X 
amount in Ticket Price and X amount in Fees we would hide the 
Pricing Detail.

Disclose Pricing Detail
If your venue would like to show the patron they are paying X 
in Ticket Price and X amount in Fees that consist of Credit Card 
Fee, Client Fee, Promoter Fee, State Tax, etc. we would display 
the Pricing Detail.
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Messaging Settings & Presale 
Reminders
Presale Reminders send an email or text to patrons 
one hour before a performance they express 
interest in goes on sale.  
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Load Customer Data
We can help you load your patron data from other 
systems into the Etix platform.

This allows you to search for a Customer Profile 
when selling a ticket and load the existing info 
without creating a new one each time the patron 
buys tickets.

This feature is commonly used if you have a 
separate platform for memberships or donations.
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Bulk Edit Performance
This tool allows us to edit multiple performances at 
once in a short period of time.  

This new feature allows us to make the following 
changes:
● Performance Name
● Performance Description
● Privacy
● Password
● Confirmation Message
● Ticket Headers
● Bot Stopper
● Suspend Online Sales
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Bulk Price Code Create

Send us a list of your price code names separated by 
one of the designated delimiters and we can upload 
them all at once for you!

This is often used if you have many discount codes 
or price codes for special uses such as Child and 
Adult tickets for each day of your event, work with 
special tour groups or have many promotions.
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Manage Terms and Conditions

When a patron is purchasing a ticket online they 
must agree to our standard Terms and Conditions 
before the purchase can be completed by click a 
checkbox stating they agree.  

Should your venue need to update these to be more 
specific to your business practices we can help you 
do so.  This does not change the current Terms, but 
adds additional information for your business.
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Online Sales Status Message

Our system has default messages viewable to your 
patrons that are dependent upon the status and 
inventory of the performance.  
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Customize Checkout Field

The Etix system has 
specific fields that are 
required and optional 

when a customer 
completes a purchase 

online.  

First and Last Name as 
well as Email Address are 

not subject to 
Customization.
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Upload Barcodes

Some venues (mainly Fairs and Festivals) work with 
other Vendors that issue barcodes.  To scan these 
tickets at the gate with an Etix scanner, we can 
upload the barcodes to a designated Price Code. 

 
When Ride Operators 

sell wristbands, it may 
allow them to gain 
access to the fair.
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Mass Copy Performances

Venues may have the need to create similar 
performances at the same time or for multiple 
dates.  We have the ability to copy multiple 
performances at once instead of you copying them 
one by one.

For example, a timed entry museum 
allows 100 people to enter the museum 
every 30 minutes.  We would mass copy a 
day or month of performances at once for 
this scenario saving you tons of time!
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Order Confirmation Email
Clients often have the need to communicate specific 
business practices to their customer, such as a strict 
no exchange or resell policy.  

By updating the Order Confirmation Email we can 
communicate this information to your patrons.  This 
can be done at the Venue, Package and Performance 
Level.
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Quick Sale Setup
Quick Sale Setup allows your venue to show or hide 
helpful information when using Quick Sale, Sell By 
Map or Sell By Section.

These features are:
● Maximum Number of Events to Display
● Display Subsections
● Display GA Sections
● Zip Code Required
● Print Header Ticket
● Choose Which Seller ID to Print on Receipt
● Default Printer and Driver
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QUESTIONS?
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Say hello.
hello@etix.com | hello.etix.com

Questions?

Mandi Grimm
Director of Training
mandi.grimm@etix.com

Krister Larsson
Director of European Operations
krister.larsson@etix.com
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